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F.R. Note No. 587

MINISTRY OF TECHNOLOGY AND FIRE OFFICES' COMMITTEE
JOINT FIRE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

A THEORETICAL MODEL OF BUOYANT DIFFUSION FLAMES

by

R. Baldwin and P. H. Thomas

SUMMARY

This report discusses some problems in predicting theoretically the height
of flames from free burning fires.' Some solutianof the simplified equation of
motion are presented and compared with other solutions and the available
experimental data. It is pointed out how the basis for the conventionally made
boundary layer approximation to the vertical flow breaks down near the ground for
large fires.
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Radius of flame

Specific heat

Mol fraction of nozzle fluid in the unreacted stoichiometric
mixture

Diameter fuel bed

Unspecified function

Entrainment constant = 0.16

Froude Number

Acceleration due to gravity

Heat of combustion of the fuel per unit ma.ss of oxygen

Rate of loss of heat by radiation

Constant
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Dimensionless Flame height =LID
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Dimensionless burning rate
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Velocity vector

Rate of heat generation per unit volume

Radial component of polar coordinates
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Absolute temperature
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Upward velocity of gases in flames

Molecular weight
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Polar coordinate in direction of flame axis
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A THEORETICAL MODEL OF BUOYANT DIFFUSION FLAMES

by

R.3a.lo.:hi.."'!c and P. a, Thomas

Introduction

Bya dimensional analysis Thomas(1) has related the height of flames from
freely burning fuel to the rate of burning and linear dimensions of the fuel by
equations of the form

...

Reasonable quantitative agreement WaS obtained by discussing these results in
terms of the entrainment of air by the turbulent flames" and defining the tip of
the flame by a certain tempe;ature rise. These concepts are employed in the
present report to derive equations of the form of Eq (1) from ,the equations of
motion of the system", '

The temperature of the tip of the flame has been meas~ed by Yokoi(2) and by
Thomas" Baldwin and HeseldenU) as 3000C~ f'or- wood and 500 0 C for town gas and may
be related to the entrainment of air by the rising gases by the following
equations:

--
Ino(~~ + t~o)

where is has been assumed that c does not va:~th temperature", The
characteristic temperature Of the tip may thus be replaced by a value of!lf.. , which
Thomas; Baldwin and Heselden 3)~ by measuring the air flowing towards fla~~, have
estimated as in the range 60-8D. These values illustrate that the air flowing
towards the flame is at least an order of magnitude greater than the stoichiometric
requirements of the fuel, implying that only a fraction of the air flowing towards
the flame takes part in combustion.

In this report the flame is represented as a rising column of hot, reacting
gases; above the flame tip the flame behaves as a thermal plumeQ Because the
vertical velocity of the gas is expected to be increasing in the region wD2re the
temperatures are high enough to keep the density difference and the buoyancy force

~ almost constant, continuity demands an inflow of the surrounding air across some
suitably defined mean outer boundary outside which will be assumed there is no
upward movement., In thermal plumes s with small density differences, the
assumption of local eqUilibrium in the turbulence leads by dimensional analysis to
the result)that the entrainment velocity is proportional to the axial mean upward
velocity l4 . However, chemical reaction within the flames induces high
temperatures and thus large density differences over the length of th.e ~ame, and
the constant of proportionality must then be replaced by a function off f .
Following(w~rk on fl~~s of high initial momentum (Ricou and Spald~ngl';, ~hring
and NewbY'6), Thomas\1) has assumed that the inward momentum of the entrained air
is proportional to the local upward momentum. This leads to an expression

--
( )

11'l...

E (Ii~ w

• Later work indicates that this temperature when measured by more refined
methods, is 500oC•



where E = 0';16 from the data of Rouse; Yih and Humphries(7). Morton(S) has
recently used this assumption in an analysis of plumes with high density
differences.

There is as yet insufficient experimental evidence for verification of
equation (4), but the general,validity of the assumptions introduced above is
justified by the following calculation.

Solution I

Rasbash et al(9). Heselden(10) and Thomas~ Baldwin and Heselden(3) have
measured the velocity of 'thEL visible':flame,t±p during' a fluctua td.on .and- their results
are consistent with the velocity being proportional to the square root cf the
height.; Equation (4), based on their measurements. then becomes: '

(5)

We may now cbtain an expression for flame height b~ finding the total
quantity of air entrained by the f.lame frcm ~quation (5) and defining the
flame tip by its characteristic value cf~~I~' Suppose the effective
surface over which entrainment occurs forms the frustrum of a cone,' angle
tan4~. Then from geometrical considerations it may readily be shown from
equat~on (5) that

Clearly,' for large values of Lot l
and for small values of L·

i. t
and for intermediate valUes of L·,
where 2/5 < V < 2/3

(6)

Strictly, ''''' 'os a function of LIP, but for the present we will assume /A =
constant = /0.2 say. This is a reasonable first approximation if vie define
the flame zone as the visible flame together with the ,surrounding layer of hot
gases,,' Equation (6) is plotted in Fig" 1 with L* plotted against w\ 'I<

and M ..I~ = '1.0 and compared with experimental data reviewed by Thomas(1 ) •
The ext~nt of the agreement provisionally justifies the use of the entrainment
concept and the definition of the flame tip by its temperatur~ ~n the analysis
that follows. Equation (5) has also been employed by Thomas~1) in discussing
flame length, and has been used to predict the merging(,pr~pertiesof flames
from separate fuel beds by Baldwin,. Thomas and Wraight 11)"

Equations of motion "
The equations of continuity,' momentum and energy may be written

(S)

Ls'

(9)

- 0

- f~ + " V .....co
,.

::. ~ -J. 4- IC.\T)..&--

"where w is the upward component of velocity, ~ is the mean velocity
vector at a point;,~ is the rate of heat gerier-at.Lon per unit volume and I
the rate of loss of heat by radiation p~r unit volume.

- 2 -



3.

...

Define cylindrical coordinatesr = (r,. z) for the radially symmetric flame
such that the axis of the flame is thez - axis, and let the mean and fluctuating
velocity vectors be~ = (\1" , w) and 1~ = (IT', w ) z-e spec tdve'Ly , Suppose the
flame occupies the regioniS;!> whBre'b= b(z) is the mean outer boundary of the
flame acro-ss which there is a mean infloW of the surrounding air.

We may simplify the equation of motion by the following appr-oximatd.cns r
c

1. . I = o. About! of the heat is lost from the visible flame by radiation and
will be allowed for in calculating the effective heat of combustion of the
fueL

2. In fully turbulent flow the turbulent transport is large compared with the
molecular processes and we thus ignore the terms V\J'2.VJ I K \71..&- .

The longitudinal diffusion it ~ll comparer....!!..t) the lateral diffusion so
that we ignore the terms ~ Wi')..) and }.. l"i e' .

<rz. ~z.
In plumes it has been.shown that the distribution of velocity and temperature
across the plume is Gaussian. However, it is doubtful if this property holds
in flames, so as a first app~ximation in the absence of experimental data and
for the sake of simplici~, tr, w and~ will be assumed to be constant across
the flame and zero outside it. These are the so called "top-hat", profiles.
At the top of the visible flame it would be appropriate to ass.urne that the
profiles are closer to those of plumesa

Integrating Equations (7), (8) and (9) with respect to r and introducing the
approximations 1 - 4, we have the follOWing conservation equations: Conservation
of mass:

t~b~w) =
Conservation of momentum:

Conservation of heat:

tit ~"Z((AJi = 6( 1;'"- (12)

~he terms ( r~)()D ,Crw1t l
)eoo appearing in the integration vanish since the·

turbulent ':transfer at e.- 1.S zero.

It has been shown that the air flOWing towards the flame is' an order of
magnitude greater than the stoichiometric requirements of the fuel, so til..at only a
fraction of the air takes part in combustion. Suppose that at each level some
fraction & , say ~ of the air entering takes part in combustion. Strictly cS =

8(z) but since the functional form. is no-t lmQW11, we will suppose for simplici~ that
combustion is distributed uniformly over the length of the flame, so that ($ is a
constant given by

c~:\~ =
In this way all the fuel is
tip'.

consumed by the reaction before it reaches the flame

We may now calculate the funotion. Q in berms of the combustion of air at
each level BO that Equation (12) may be written:

..~ / pb1.JJ) '"' ?-.E.f~ (f;.r- ~ -h~ (13)
1(oz..\f L 3 _ c~

I',



~~ -&~ = 1'0 = constant
I", (l-

-

Solution IT

From Equations (10 and (13)

~ [9Jl: - &)
~ ctt •

where M.. = f 62- W

This property has an analogy in thermal plumes -where the heat
this result may be obtained by putting H = 0 in the above.
Equations (11), (12) and (13) may now be written

C. I'l- ( \ I,).

1. i,f .. \. ""'- IN }

We now define dimensionless variables V" M,' X such that

flux is constant:

..

(n)

and define

F

where

(20)

Then Equations (14) - (16) may be written

<tN - V (21 )

£X
n (t rn - I)d.Jl~ ~ (22)-rx S- •

where V = 1, M = M at X = O.,0

Integrating Equations

V)" -
(21) and (22) gives )

, ) (~ ...I - (n)..- no). ~ t= n - no
rt ,/_

X ~ J L'-ln"_ho")-rt:(n"'-n.~)rd..n (24)

which will be referred '?8 as Solution II."

Evaluation of Solution II

The integral appearing 'in Solution II (Equation (24)) cannot be
evaluated in terms of elementary functions" but in two special cases it is
possible to derive approximate expressions for flame height~

- 4 - .



where

o

First, however" we expres s Equation (24) in a more convenient
>

finding flame heights: ••.t)n/n.', ,

X =(or;rL(,,-'-v' + ~rl< ~.r
n-).

'" 0

form for

J... :.(t.&- -..!- \/l-~.)";I ..
l.....~' ~ '/l. &\\

Now ~ = ~I....takes a value of the order 40-70
shown °that the following approximations hold:

Fn - I
~

at the flame tip and it can then be

•
1 • When ~ is small U,....)111110 _

x, =' I h o yl), (. 1j-,-I5" ( a> Irl~ !\1" (26)

\... 1..-, J'+01- _
This expression is exact when ¥ = 0, i,e. when rI.. = (3 , but this requires

eJ.... >0 since ~ = Mo -2 ' I

2~ is very large,'

11., th Inll
')( )-I/~- I 1,- 0<.. n~).

Now for wood with some allowance for radiation loss the effective heat of
combustion may be taken as 2500 cal:/gm. c ' = 0.24 cal gram-1degC-1 and (mA) = 4.5

(mo)sl
Therefore,.. H = 2500 cals/gm and from Equation (2) and (3) assuming a flame tip

4..5
temperature of 5QOOC and making allowance for the temperature profile at the tip
we have (!I!A) = 34'; However, Thomas, BaldWin and HeseldenU) have measured values

(~)t '
of (!I!A) of about 70" so in the following analysis both values will be considered.

(mo)T
90 is unknown but it is small; for simplicity of calculation we will assume
0{ = 0 so that So = 50-'1000C;I

The integral appearing in Equa.tion (26) has been eva.luated numerically, and
its values are approximately

when mAlmo = 34

when !I!A/mo = 70

The equations expressing the dimensionless flame height L* in terms of the. dimensionless parameter m* are then as follows

L~ ::: 1\ I (WI-<I; tiS- wh.~~ C~'{,,)" e: I (28)

where f\. = J.-4 ~MA(MQ)T ' =: 35"'"
)

1\, e, 4'!> -.... IIM,,),. , '10,.
and

L* - ~~ I..J~ ~"'r- > '> (29)

where
1\-,.. 'I t""''' IlAA.o)~ :: ,~5'"::

)

~>-, -::. 100 I (\M.f< I~)~ "'- '10
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The'se values of, L* may b((
Hawthorne" Weddel and Hottel~13)
results were in agreement with a

High MOmentum Jets

related to previous work on high momentum jets.
~ve burned jets of different fuels and their
theoretical value of III' given by

U r 2e.. (c + (I-C)!{ )}lit-
~ L~T~ ; .Wa

As'suming the values of heat of reaction of wood volatiles" and that the density
of nozzle fluid/density of air~= 1·~4. and 'taking o<.T = 1 this expression gives

which compares .ith the values ilerlved above.

In some rather limited experiments Webster and Smith(12) have burned
momentum jets of wood volatiles and found values of L* lyin~ b~tween 30 and 60
but the rate' of burning was not measur-ed , Putnam and Spe l.ch', 14) have used i in
jets burning city gas which contains, a high proportion of methane and the value
of L* found Wall of the order 100' to 12O.

TQe latter data was included amongst the flame height data reviewed by
Thomas( 1) and indicates a 2/5 power law for fuel jets. However, the remaining
data on jets suggest that the 2/5 power law.overestimates the height of the
flames from jets of wood voLat Ll.es ,' and that'the power relatio'1ship should more
rapidly approach L* = cons t ; . '

Solution III·

Nielsen. Tao and Wolf(15) have presented computer ~olutions of'the
conservation equations for a model having some similarities to that proposed in'
the derivation' of Solution II.. The results were given in a graphical form and
the line shown in Fig.. 1 is deduced by interpolation from their curves.
However,; the following features were incorporated in their model.; which differs
slightly from that developed in this paper~

1. Allowance WaS made in the equations of motion for loss of heat by
radiation~

2~ The entrainment function was assumed to be of the form

f~~~ . E- t vJ

This introduces a numerical factor into the flame height expression: the
amount of air entrained is Underestimated approximately by a factor of 2
compared with Equation (4).

3..' The fuel and air burn to stoichiometric completion; until all t.he fuel has
been burned, and the flame then acts as a thermal plume, cooling 'until Q = 300OC~

Discussion

A comparison of the three solutions presented above and the experimental
data" all plotted in Fig" 1 shows that Solution I follows the experimental line
bes't.,: Solution II gives reasonable estimates of L* when L*) 2,.' the region
in which laboratory measurements have been made, but when L*, ~i small both
Solution II and III, give a r,rlationship of· the form L*c£:, (m*)5 compared
wi th the measured L* cC (m* ) 3',,;'

Let VS examine Solution I in terms of the conservation equation.. Suppose
w = KZ2" Then substituting in rtohe equation of conservation of mass

r



rreJ-xs
lIJrrs
~j-,f3j-a

(30).. "sv
"T

(j1. )

constarrt ,=

eq.uation

::..

111..
~ E.PA 'Z.
5" I .

the.momentum conservation

=ewhence

and

qG- "Z.~

~
constarrt; since by definition K

t A
"

W ,. (~ g:z.).
which compares favourably wit~I~uation (5).

which haa the solution

'0

ButfllCTo
1+ e" so P = constant and Eq.uation (31) then shows that the flame i~.

stkigl1.1;-sided, i tis bounding edges passing through the origin. The solution
vi = K z2 thus corresponds to a flame from a point source in which Q = constant ..:
The latter approximation is probably a reasonable first approXimatiol)., but the'
point source requirement cannot be justified for large area fires when L* is
small'Q'

,
C~arison of solutions II and III and the measured values of. flame heig~t8'

(Fig~' 1) show that for small values of LO there is not only poor numerical
agreement, but also a difference of form: measured flame heights and qualitative
oQservation of flame shape indicate a line of slope %. This indicates that one
or more of the postulates and basic assumptions underlying a formulation of the
conservation equations is not justified when LO is small. These will now be
examined:-.;

1'Q The variation of radius with height in the model of solution 3, given in
reference (15), shows that initially the flame gases flow approximately
horizontally; for. this region, therefore,' the boundary layer approximations far
the vertical flo~ cannot be expected to be valid. However~ this initial region
occupies only a very small part of the flame compared with its height,: and J

therefore it is expected that this approximation will not aft'ect the overall
properties,' such as the flame height.

This view may be justified indirectly by considering the power relationship
between flame height and rate of burning: if the initial hori#Qntal flow regio~ is
neglected, then the boundary of the flame approxi.nBtes to that of a flame from a
point aourc av The point source approximation then appLi.as, giving a two-fifth
power relationship and this agrees with the relatio~Bhip found using the more

... complete theory,!'

In the model of solution 2, it is difficult to obtain readily evaluated
analytic expressions for the variation of width with haLght , but it is evident that
when ~ is small an initial zone of horizontal flow does exist., We haver

The

I - ').. h '" ('3 h - I)""'-::"'-i r 'C
~ V a, n v '.

~ _It-)
e.

~I'~(

'l-E:r~'i~ ( ,- ~..)
'.

rapidly withheight..:



I
I

'extent of the hord.sorrta), flow zone is defined by a stationary value of~ ,
and for large values of Mo it can be shown from (32) and (33) that th'8~nly
stationary value with M)- Me lies within the li.I¢.tst~ M/M~ 3/2: stationary
values with M< Mo are inadmissible,' since' M is an increas~ng function of X.
Thus" the initial zone of horizontal flow is very small compared with the height
of the flame which is defined by M/Mo~40. In this region also; the
disposition of the fuel will be important.' For example .. in practical
situations the fire may well be from a number of individual sources .. merging at
some height above the fuel bed; this may greatly increase the rate of air
entrainment and thus possibly eliminate the zone of horizontal flow.'

2. Comparison of solution II and III indicates that the vertical distribution
of heat release by combustion is of, little consequence in determining the form
of the function L* = f(m*) when L* is smalh' Hdwever. these two models are
not strictly comparable because of the different assumptions concerning the
entrainment of air and the loss of heat by radiation and the different values of
the heat of combustion of this fuel. The effect of changing the vertical
distribution of heat release may be studied by comparing solution II with the
extreme case 'in which all heat is released at t.he fuel bed, the rising column
of .gases .thereafter behaving as a, thermal plume. Putting 90 = IVc,' 0' = 0 in
t~,model of solution II leads to' an expression for flame height of the same
form as (28) and (29) 'the constants being approximately 20 per cent smaller when
rrf>.', is small, and three times smaller for fuel jets when rrf',' is large.,;' Thus
for large fires the variation of vertical distribution of heat release is not
important in determining overall properties, such as flame height, but this is
net true fO,r fuel jets.,;

:"C, "The rate of air entrainment by the flame is very much greater than the air
I, :req,uirements of the fuel and it may be, therefore,' that the end of the visible

t:lame zone cannot be identified with the end of the reaction zone, combustion
taking piace only in the initial region of the flame where the stoichiometric
~ir requirements of the fuel are entrained. An alternative view is that the
rates of heat release by combustion is governed by some slowe!' diffusion
process than entrainment of air..,: For example,: there are two diffusion
processes taking place - entrainment of air,from outside the flame and of fuel

,and air within the flame zone.,; The latter may be the slower process of the
"two "and this would then govern the rate or' reaction .of air with the fuel and
it would be unrealistic to relate heat release to the rate of entrainment of
air.' This will be the subject of further investigation~

3; The flame tip has been defined by 9 = constant,' and there is no reason to
:'lUppo~e that in large area fires this definition is substantially inadequate...
.: :
4; There is some evidence to support the view that existing entrainment theory.
as. described above,' is inadequate particularly for large area fires~

(a) It has been shown experimentally by Thomas, Baldwin and Heselden
that the boundary of the visible flame zone may not necessarily be identified
with the boundary of the column of hot rising gases as in solutions II and III.
1h+s difference may in part account for the different indices of equation (28)
indicated by the above theorieS' and by dimensional analysis'~' The latter is'
deduced by evaluating a shape factor as a functiOn of L/Di based on
qualitative observations of the approximate geometry of the visible flame zone
which differs considerably from the flame geometry of solutions II and III.

(p) The pressure drop is negligible on the axis of the small fires and
plumes that have been the s,~bject of inost investigation. and in this case a
simple 'relationship between 'the inward momentum and a characteristic momentum
of the flame follows. HoWever, in' fires of large a:rea the tendency of the hot
gases to accelerate must be associated with a large pressure drop, greatly
increasing the rate' of .entradnmerrtc: It seems proper, therefore .. in
considering the equation of'motiony to include the pressure gradient terms in
studies of large fires.

- 8 -
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(c) Let us follow the path of the entrained air after it has passed the
flame boundary. At the same time as it is imparted an upward velocity by the hot.,
rising gases, it will continue to be transported towards the centre of the flame ..
Suppose the component of inward velocity is unchanged when across the flame boun&uy.
Then the trajectory of the air is given by

that if air is to reach the flame axis before

L.-D

::;. VL
~

We deduce from using Equation
the flame tip,' then

;> ;::;l~ (~A\'~ ~ b.J.)

which is'approximately the same point at which Solution II and III tend to diverge
seriously from experiment,; This simple calculation provides an additional
argument in favour of a greatly increased entrainment rate in' large area fires.'

It is clear from this model that combustion tends to take place near the edge
of the f'Lame ,. rather as in the potential core of a jet, the temperature and
velocity thus being greatest in this region. Air entrainment would be expected
therefore to be related to flow properties at the edge of the flame rather than on
the axis ..

For L/O we must expect some contributicn to mixing from air falling into the
fire zone from above.

Conolusion

•

Three models for flames have been !3xamined and compared with experiment.
The best fit is obtained from a theory based on a measurement of flame tip velocity,
but comparison with the conservation equation deduced shows that its use is' not
justified except for long flames,; Equations for flame height deduced from the
conservation equation give a reasonable estimate of fl~ height when L*> 2 but
outside this range the divergence between theory and experiment ,shows that the use
of some of the basic assumptions is not justified" It is' suggested that there
should be a greatly increased entrainment rate in large area fires, in which
velooity and temperature profiles,; pressure gradients and vertical mixing should be'
considered.
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FIG.l. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SOLUT'.ONS ··~,.D. AND m






